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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
Skegness Town Council’s (STC) Corporate Business Plan theme is “Taking Control
Taking Responsibility”. This refers to the Council’s ambition to step up, using the
powers under the Localism Act to take more responsibility for those areas important to
the residents of Skegness and to the local community.
The Council has already taken on the responsibility for cutting more than 130,000 m2 of
grass verges, following Lincolnshire County Council’s decision to withdraw this service.
On 5th December 2018 STC agreed to accept over £1million of land and assets from
East Lindsey District Council. STC is also driving the process of developing a
Neighbourhood Development Plan that will set out a vision for the built environment in
Skegness and the Planning Policies to support this.
This document sets out the basis for the development of a community focused building
in Tower Gardens.

Skegness Town Council Vision
The old pavilion has now
been demolished and the
whole site needs redevelopment. We want
to manage and enhance
Tower Gardens and
create a sustainable
community
focused
building
regenerating
and
transforming
a
derelict public open space and providing a home for the original Jolly Fisherman
paintings by John Hassell. This is an ambitious project which primarily benefits residents
but will also have a positive impact on the wider community and economy. The
Community Building will transform this derelict space and provide a much-needed local
amenity and will include a community hall, full changing places suite, tea room and small
Town Council office. In turn this will help create a cohesive, supportive and inclusive
community that shares a common goal, making Skegness an attractive place to live,
work and visit. By controlling and managing the gardens and other community assets in
Skegness, STC will assure that these are kept for the benefit of Skegness residents and
that the gardens are well cared for and are something the town can be proud of.
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Background
The Pavilion building in Skegness Tower Gardens was in an unsafe state of
dilapidation and a health and safety risk to the public, as well as being a general eye
sore for some time. Over the many years there have been several attempts to find a
solution for this building. However, no workable way to restore the building was ever
found.

Victorian Postcard of the Pavilion and Pleasure Gardens Skegness’ – Source: Winston Kime, 2009

In 2016 Skegness Partnership led a grant funded project, supported by STC to identify
possible viable options for the future of the Pavilion. A building survey was undertaken
to consider its structure and the viability for restoration. Unfortunately, this drew the
conclusion that restoration was no longer a viable option and that the existing building
could not provide the sustainability to meet future community needs. As part of the
feasibility, architects were commissioned by Skegness Partnership, to consider both a
restorative approach and the potential of a new build solution. The new build option
provided the flexibility to be sustainable and adapt to future requirements which a
restoration could simply not provide. The use of modern building materials and services
also offered the prospect within the new build option, of a building with much lower
running costs and one that is environmentally friendly.
Skegness Partnership (Coastal Community Team) in consultation with STC concluded
that the only way forward was to replace the existing building with a purpose-built new
build.
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East Lindsey District Council (ELDC) agreed to transfer the freehold of the site to STC,
by way of asset transfer, if STC produced a viable re-development project. STC worked
with the plans developed by Skegness Partnership and obtained Planning Consent for
a new £3.7m two storey Community Hub and Heritage Centre and bid for Coastal
Community Funding to take the building forward. Unfortunately, the bid was
unsuccessful, and the project was halted.
The old Pavilion deteriorated even further and external funding opportunities for such a
regeneration project dried up. STC concluded it was unlikely to get external grant funding
for the multipurpose building as originally envisaged. The need to address the problems
remained and so STC decided to scale back the project to one where it was feasible to
move forward with a more modest phased development, with the first phase funded by
borrowing. Consultation with residents prior to a significant financial commitment
showed support for this approach.
ELDC agreed to assume full responsibility for the demolition of the building and transfer
a cleared site to STC.
STC believe that the long-term sustainability of the new building is closely linked to the
vitality of Tower Gardens and East Lindsey have agreed to transfer the whole of the
gardens as part of a larger asset transfer. This also supported STC’s wider Business
Plan Objective (H) of taking control of more town assets and facilities.
A Project has been developed. This Business Plan sets out the detail.
This is a project to build the Community Hub financed by the Council with borrowing from
the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) and the asset transfer of Tower Gardens (a plan
of the transferred gardens is set out in Appendix A).
It is possible that further phases of the project could be developed in the future. No
details are considered within this Business Plan, but might include: •
•

A purpose-built Heritage Centre – outline concept in place
Accommodation for LCC Registrar Service – subject to feasibility

Summary of Costs
The Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) provided by the contractor is £1,564,485
excluding VAT but including design fees. A 5% contingency will be added to this to cover
any unexpected capital costs not included within the GMP. The anticipated net revenue
costs of the building including loan repayments is £138,500 pa from full completion and
operation in 2021/22. The budgeted loan repayment costs of £74,500 pa, as shown in
the Council’s medium-term budget, exceeds the loan repayment figure from the PWLB
calculator, on 26/2/2019, of £70,575. This head room will be used to help manage the
risk of interest rate increases prior to fund drawdown. The precept will not rise to service
the loan repayments.
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There will also be new costs and income related to the running cost of the building and
funding the management and maintenance of Tower Gardens and there are new income
streams from the building, commercial properties and public car park that are part of the
general asset transfer from ELDC approved on 5th December 2018. These are shown
in the medium-term budget that covers four future years to 2022/23. The projected fouryear budget plan approved in January 2019 makes provision for all the various projects
Council has approved, subject to any new projects that Council may undertake and
inflation rate meeting the Bank of England’s assessment and target for the period of 2%.

2. ORGANISATION SUMMARY
OVERVIEW OF SKEGNESS TOWN COUNCIL
The Council consists of 21 Councillors that are elected every four years, with the next
planned elections due in May 2019. Its offices are currently in the Town Hall on North
Parade being rented from East Lindsey District Council (ELDC). A copy of the
Council’s Standing Orders, Financial Regulations and Policies are available at
www.skegness.gov.uk
The Council holds the Local Council Gold Quality Award, demonstrating that the
Council is at the forefront of best practice and achieves excellence in governance,
community leadership and council development.
The Council has a Town Mayor (in the role of Chairman of the Council) and a Deputy.
The holders to these positions are elected each year at the Annual Council Meeting.
There are three main Committees that meet regularly, Planning and Planning Policy,
Direction and Strategy and Business and Resources. Additionally, there is a HR
Committee which meets as and when business dictates. Council intend to review the
Committee structure early in 2019, to ensure it remains fit for purpose in light of the
asset transfers and additional services the Council will be providing.
Task and Finish Groups are formed from time to time to undertake specific time
limited tasks and projects. A Property Working Group is in place to oversee this
project and provide guidance to Officers.
Council usually meets at 7.15pm once per month in the Council Chamber at
Skegness Town Hall. Committees also meet regularly throughout the year. Council
and Committee meetings are usually open to the public and at scheduled Council
meetings, time is set aside both before and during the meeting, for public speaking.
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STAFF STRUCTURE AS AT MARCH 2019 (this will change as the project
proceeds)

Town Clerk

Deputy Town
Clerk P/T

Finance Asst
P/T

Handyman P/T

Admin Asst P/T

Grounds Team
Foreman

Senior
Groundsman

Senior Grounds
Operative
(Public Spaces)

Groundsman
P/T

3x Grounds
Operative
(annualised
hours)

Groundsman

1.5 x Tower Gdns
Operative
(Annualised
Hours)

CURRENT OFFICE ACCOMMODATION ISSUES
At the time of writing, ongoing use of the Council Chamber and the downstairs
accommodation at the Town Hall as used by STC is uncertain. ELDC have said that
the future of the Town Hall is unclear. Any improvements could result in higher rents,
service charges and business rates, the alternative is possibly closure.
The upstairs office accommodation needs significant improvement and refurbishment
with inadequate heating, drafty windows, lack of power and sockets, lighting that does
not meet modern standards, dirty walls and carpets and no proper network cabling or
telephone infrastructure. Associated toilet and kitchen facilities are very poor. With
the ELDC reception closed two days per week, STC customers find it very difficult to
visit and ELDC customers frequently call on STC staff to assist. The disabled access
does not meet current accessibility standards. The existing office space makes it
more difficult for adequate protection of data as required under the Data Protection
Act or the new General Data Protection Regulations.
Taking these factors into account, STC will be faced with increased accommodation
costs in the future. This needs to be taken account of when comparing existing
running costs with the alternative of moving into a new building as future costs will
rise under all scenarios. Skegness Town Council intends to have a small office (less
than 20% of the total floor space) located in the new community building, this will
ensure the Town Council offices are in a central and accessible location.
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CORPORATE VISION, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The vision for the future of Skegness Town is:
“A forward thinking, vibrant town that is known for its welcome and customer
service and being a good place to live and raise a family. An attractive coastal
town that has traditional values, but which has diversified to become a premier
resort with year-round tourist attractions, emerging and mixed commercial
interest, job opportunities, excellent further education colleges and that builds
on its own distinctive identity acting as the hub for surrounding towns and
villages facilitated by an improved infrastructure for easy access to the resort
via rail and road.”
Skegness Town Council’s 2019-23 Business Plan
The Town Council’s aim is to improve the quality of life for the residents of Skegness
and develop the local economy. To achieve this, we will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage with the residents to better understand their needs, and in turn explain how
we will address these needs within the resources and powers available to the Town
Council.
Create positivity – Promote the positive, tackle the negative to create a great town, a
good place to live, work and visit where aspirations can be achieved and the future
is bright.
Provide good quality, cost-effective services to help meet the needs and wishes of
residents.
Pursue a clean, bright, attractive and safe environment, a place of pride.
Engage, assist and encourage other bodies, voluntary organisations and partners to
provide services that support the Council’s aims.
Promote the best interests of the town for the betterment of the local community.
The corporate objectives are:

A. To encourage, develop and promote the economic and mixed commercial vitality and
positivity of the town by encouraging the development of activities throughout the
year for both locals and visitors and the development of new industries.
B. To lobby, consult, improve links with and listen to comments received from other
statutory bodies, voluntary organisations and individuals to ensure improving
standards of service that meet with local needs.
C. To work with partners to create and sustain a socially inclusive and caring community
which embraces all its residents and seeks to develop their well-being, knowledge,
understanding and mutual co-operation.
D. To champion the provision of sufficient suitable affordable homes for the people with
local connections to Skegness, whilst safeguarding the environment in and around
Skegness from inappropriate development to maintain it for future generations.
E. To create a healthy positive community by helping residents to have access to social,
recreational and cultural facilities within the Town and to seek the continuing
improvement and development of these facilities in accordance with the desires
expressed by the residents.
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F. To work with others to protect the town and its residents from the impact of
environmental change, including climate change.
G. Ensure the Town Council is efficient, skilled and uses novel ways, within its powers,
to provide services in the most efficient and effective way.
H. Prioritise discussions with ELDC/LCC and make proposals to take on more locally
provided services.
I. Improve the corporate image of the Council and promote democracy.
J. The development of a Community Hub and Heritage Centre.
K. Lobby to improve strategic traffic management, road and rail infrastructure.
Council Powers:
Skegness Town Council meets the criteria to use “The General Power of Competence”
where other powers do not exist. These powers generally allow the Council to do
anything that a person could do and were provided for in the Localism Act 2011.
In the case of the new Building Construction and running of the Community Building and
Management of Tower Gardens, there are specific legislative powers available to the
Council in addition to the General Power including: •
•
•
•

Local Government Act 1972 s124, 126, 127, 133, 139, 145
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 s 19
Public Health Act 1875 s164
Open Spaces Act 1906 s9-10, s15

3. PROJECT BACKGROUND, DESCRIPTION & CONSULTATION
Community Building and Tower Gardens – meeting Business Plan Objectives C, E
and J
Tower Gardens is in a ward recognised as being deprived (source DCLG English
Indices of Deprivation 2015 LSOA E01026093).

Extracted from http://dclgapps.communities.gov.uk/imd/idmap.html
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The Pavilion fell into a state of considerable disrepair and was been largely unused over
the last 11 years apart from a Day Nursery which closed early in 2017. Other than this,
it was unoccupied for 10 of the previous 20 years. Following repeated failed attempts by
the local community to save the existing building, a grant was awarded to fund a
feasibility study to try to save the Pavilion. This drew on work carried out previously by
ELDC in 2009-2011 and by a Community Group in 2014/15 which through consultation
had established the demand for a Tea Room, Museum/Heritage Centre and function
rooms. Unfortunately, after a full structural survey and input from architects
commissioned by Skegness Partnership, it became apparent that it was not feasible to
renovate the building and make it sustainable. The difficult decision was taken to focus
on how the site could be used to most benefit the community. Inspiration was been taken
from the original idea of the Earl of Scarbrough in the 1870s, which was to build a
community facility and tea room within a period Pleasure Garden.
Initial Consultation
There have been many public consultations over the last 11 years about Tower Gardens
Pavilion. Initially consultations conducted by East Lindsey District Council were
concerned with refurbishing the Pavilion, but no financially viable business plan was ever
produced as there was no resident occupier to help support the running costs and
manage the building. As time passed, the opportunity to refurbish a rapidly deteriorating
Pavilion was lost.
A Community Led Plan Survey, conducted by independent external consultants on
behalf of the resident led Skegness Community Plan Group in 2015, identified Tower
Gardens as the area considered to most need attention in Skegness. Local Community
Groups identified the decaying Pavilion, poor facilities and lack of cover in case of bad
weather as reasons for poor levels of attendance at their events in the gardens. They
also identified a lack of suitable accessible facilities in Skegness that are not connected
to religious buildings for indoor events.
The Talk Eat Drink (TED) lottery funded outreach project undertook an audit in 2015
seeking suitable accommodation for meeting, events and networking in Skegness and
identified a shortfall. The local TED group continues to struggle to find suitable places
for their support group to meet.
Professional consultation commissioned by Skegness Partnership and undertaken by
Community Lincs, in support of a project to redevelop the Pavilion site, showed
overwhelming support for a Community Facility.
More recently consultation commissioned by STC to provide evidence for
Neighbourhood Development Planning and conducted by an independent consultant
Natter Matters between 13th September 2017 and 17th November 2017, identified that
the public believed that Tower Gardens should be protected, and the Pavilion building
should either be refurbished or redeveloped.
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As Skegness Town Council needs to borrow to finance the proposed project, it undertook
a consultation exercise based on a simple choice of whether residents of Skegness
wanted the Town Council to develop the site by borrowing financed through the precept.
An illustration was given to show the cost and these have not changed since the
consultation was undertaken. No increase in the precept is actually necessary to fund
borrowing, as the precept already supported the pre-existing Business Plan and it was
possible to redirect existing budgets to cover the entire cost of loan repayments. The
consultation was undertaken using several approaches. These included:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Council’s web site – an electronic form
Facebook – an electronic form from link
Twitter – an electronic form from link
Instagram – an electronic form from link
An independent report in the Skegness Standard newspaper (last published
circulation 8609 in 2014) – showing full details of how to respond
Skegness Standard on-line report
Skegness Siren on-line newspaper - electronic form from link
Town noticeboards - full details of how to respond
Response by telephone
Extended public speaking at Council meeting on 6th December 2017
Councillors handing out consultation forms – paper forms
Forms available at meetings of Council and the Committees
Special Council newsletter

The initial consultation for this project closed on 28th November 2017. The overall
response, given the wide publication of information, was fairly low, but higher than some
consultations undertaken by the District Council. The statistics give a sufficient
confidence level that residents support the proposals. 186 residents and visitors
responded of which 86% agreed with the principle to redevelop the site using a loan to
fund the capital cost.

Following this, the Council decided in December 2017 that there was enough support to
finance the project through a loan paid from the precept and consequentially approved
moving to a feasibility stage, where outline building designs and costings could be
developed, prior to committing to the full Design Stage.
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Council considered the Feasibility Report in April 2018 and decided to proceed with the
Design Contract thereby starting the process of committing significant staff and financial
resources. Council confirmed that the design would be funded through use of reserves
and that construction would be funded through borrowing, subject to borrowing approval
being granted. Negotiations were undertaken with ELDC and this resulted in an agreed
list of community assets that could be transferred from ELDC to STC. The necessary
assurances required to move forward were provided by ELDC and STC agreed to
proceed with the full Design Stage at a meeting in July 2018.
A full list of the consultation and public engagement exercises is set out in Appendix
B.
Design Consultation
During the Design Stage, public consultation continued throughout August 2018 to
further understand the facilities that are important to the community and for the public to
put forward their own suggestions and ideas.
This consultation was undertaken using a variety of means including:•
•
•
•
•

Two public meetings for face to face chats and discussions
Website feedback forms
Comments via social media, including a week of availability of Live Chat
sessions
A local radio question and answer programme, interviewing the Town Clerk
Articles in local newspapers explaining how people could get involved

Following Application for Planning Consent
Once the developed design was agreed plans were submitted to the local Planning
Authority and further community engagement was undertaken, including a competition
to decide on the name for the building. Articles and information were shared through:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BBC Radio Lincolnshire breakfast programme (Scott Dalton)
ITV local TV news
BBC Look North
Skegness Standard
Usual social media and web channels
Pre-Council meeting displays and public discussions
Church magazine
Draft Business Plan on Council website
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4. STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Local Area
Aerial view of Tower Gardens January 2018

Picture courtesy of Sky Linx

Tower Gardens in Skegness, is a 5.8 acre former victorian pleasure garden that is situated
between the foreshore, the main town centre, an area designated for holiday accomodation
and residential areas. The park is within a ward classified as one of the top 10% most
deprived (LSOA E01026093). Skegness suffers from low pay, seasonal unemployment
and high benefit dependency.
There is currently limited alternative provision of similar facilities in Skegness in terms of
high-quality community facilities at an affordable price. This project will address a provision
which is lacking. There are of course other refreshment and meeting facilities across
Skegness but none that are community focused and can easily service Tower Gardens in
a way that is sympathetic to the Victorian setting and new heritage listing. The existing
Pavilion site is the ideal location from which this provision could be undertaken and is
therefore a unique opportunity to support this important community amenity which will be
fully accessible to residents and holidaymakers alike.
The Community Building will support the momentum in redevelopment that is being created
in Skegness. The nearby Premier Inn will be completed by Summer 2019, a new shopping
complex with Aldi, Marks & Spencer Foods and B&M was opened in late 2017, the
redevelopment of Grand Parade buildings including multi-purpose entertainment complex
with bowling alley and new arcades were recently completed and this adds to the new
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rugby club complex on Wainfleet Road developed two years ago. In the immediate vicinity,
the old Masonic Hall on Rutland Rd has been converted for residential use overlooking the
gardens.
Environmental Factors
As a coastal resort Skegness is vulnerable to flooding from the sea. The impact of climate
change on sea levels is therefore a major consideration. One of the major contributors to
climate change is the burning of fossil fuels. - Consideration should be given to energy use
and how this can be limited or be made more sustainable.

Skegness is also reliant on clean beaches and high-quality bathing waters. The quality and
cleanliness of the beach and bathing waters as recognised through the blue flag scheme,
is a major attraction for family holidays. Recent international attention has focused on the
use of single use plastics. Following on from the issues raised in TV’s Blue Planet, both
residents and visitors are becoming increasingly more environmentally aware and
schemes for recycling and reducing waste are starting to influence people’s choices and
this is likely to increase in the future. - Consideration should be given to how the project
will support waste management and recycling.

National policy on pollution from cars is seeing the start of a mainstream move by car
makers towards electric vehicles. Enquiries from potential visitors are already asking
questions about electrical charging points. -Consideration should be given to the provision
of Electric Charging points within any car parking areas.

Nationally supermarkets are starting to see a move towards a change in traditional eating
habits, with as many as one in five meals now served at home being vegetarian. There is
also a significant increase in veganism and recognition of issues such as gluten and dairy
intolerance. Many people are becoming more aware of healthy options on the back of
campaigns by health providers. Food production and distribution is a major national user
of fossil fuel-based transportation. - Consideration should be given to using more local
suppliers and ensuring that healthier options are available.

The above considerations will be constrained to some extent by funding and may need to
be phased as longer-term ambitions. However, where there is a reliance on fundamental
infrastructure within the building, these should be seen as an investment so that the
ambitions can become reality as funding permits.
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Target Beneficiaries:
Beneficiaries
Local community groups

How identified
Community Led Plan
Focus groups
Recent surveys

Local Residents

Community Led Plan
Neighbourhood Plan
Recent surveys

Local Businesses

DBID survey
identified that local
businesses want
more attractions,
facilities and events.

Day & stay visitors
• Older people
• Disabled
• Young families

Demographic sources
ELDC Skegness &
Ingoldmells 2013-15
STEAM report

Benefits
• High quality meeting
space
• Provision of catering
facilities for events &
occasions
• Inclusion -facilities for
those with additional
needs
• Improvement to
current eyesore
• Enhanced facilities to
service the Tower
Gardens
• Opportunity to
visit/view local
heritage & art
• Employment and
training opportunities
• Overall improvement
to environment
• Expected increase in
visitor numbers and
footfall into retail area
• Improved central
location of town
• Adding to critical
mass of capital
improvement and
therefore image of
Skegness
•
•
•
•

•
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Greater range of
events/activities to
participate in
Heritage opportunities
(eventually)
Food & drink facilities
as part of offering
Disability access
including toilets, hoist,
shower and adult
changing table
Inclusion

Welcoming those with disabilities
Research shows that nationally up to a quarter of a million people with disabilities could
benefit from the availability of Changing Places Toilet (Estimates of potential users June
2009), having a fully accessible toilet with hoist, shower, room for two carers and adult
changing table will attract the profoundly disabled and those with complex needs to stay
in the area. One of the recurring customer enquiries to the STC office is where such a
facility can be found in Skegness. Both disabled tourists and potential disabled residents
are attracted to Skegness due to it being a flat coastal resort with wide pavements.
Many older people have retired to the area some of which have become isolated due to
the death of a partner. Increasingly people with partners who have the onset of dementia
face isolation due to the lack of dementia friendly places to visit.
The community building and gardens will be developed to support the Council’s
ambitions for a more inclusive environment, workplace and place to visit, whether a
resident or tourist, enabling the coastal economy to benefit from the purple pound.
See also:
Changing Places: The Practical Guide
Skegness Town Council Business Plan 2017-2021
The Purple Pound: Volume and Value of Accessible Tourism in England
Making Organisations More Dementia Friendly
ELDC Coastal Visitor Economy STEAM Report 2015-2017
Lincolnshire Coastal Destination BID Summary Plan 2016
Skegness Community Led Plan December 2015
Skegness Neighbourhood Plan Consultation
Flooding and Coastal Change
English Indices of Deprivation 2015
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5.

PROJECT VISION & DESIGN

The Context of The Design
The design will respond to the existing site and surrounding area, whilst making it a
functional and useable mixed-use community building. The design of the building has
resulted from the specification, comments and feedback from Skegness residents during
consultation, practical and design issues raised by the architects. Affordability both of
construction and ongoing running costs is the overriding factor though. This means that
many nice to achieve and some desirable elements simply cannot be delivered and that
compromises have been made to keep the building within budget.
The new Community Building design takes cues from other buildings. Planting as part of the
landscaping, will be influenced by ecological surveys and will support local biodiversity and
will largely be carried out as part of the ongoing development of Tower Gardens. The
building will as far as the capital costs allow, minimises energy usage. There is already an
area for cycles to be left in Tower Gardens and this will be more clearly signed.
The design will meet changing demands with multi functional community space and will
enhance the park, removing a derelict area that prevents people enjoying the park.
Occupation will provide site security and help reduce the fear of crime.
An ambition is that the Community Building will be a centre for volunteers to find mutual
support and as a place to have a cup of tea and take brief shelter from the elements. Other
projects and groups will use the building with the opportunity to help those who feel isolated
to get involved, volunteer and have social contact. The building will provide a legacy for
many years to come supporting local groups to develop their offering and increase
involement.
Accessibility design includes a Changing Places facility with hoist and shower supporting
those in need and their carers. The kitchen tea room will support the needs of those with
dementia using reminiscence prompts and cognitive stimulation throughout the building.
Need has been established over many years from studies by consultants in 2009-11, the
2015 Community Led Plan, the Neighbourhood Development Plan and site specific
consultations. The project website will be further developed seeking feedback and
supporting understanding of sustainable development. The project will seek to inspire and
include the local community providing a better local environment offering higher quality
amenities for residents.
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Outcomes We Want To Acheive
Community Building
The new Community Building will make central Skegness a more attractive place to live,
work and visit. This will provide support for regeneration and further investment promoting
economic growth by improving the use of Tower Gardens.
The functions and activities supported by the Community Building will be fully developed
into a deliverable project during the construction phase of the building, so that
implementation can commence during the first year. It is anticipated that the full value will
take between 3 to 5 years to be fully realised.
The table below shows some examples of the types of events, activities and enhanced
services that would be considered.
Issues being addressed
Those with dementia or
those caring for someone
with dementia

Loneliness/Isolation

Various groups requiring
specific help and support

Lack of meaningful
engagement in local
issues.
Blame culture/Fake news.

Potential
Community Outcome
Activity/Event/Service
Reminiscence activities
• Opportunities to
through
reconnect
• Music
• Mutual support for
• Exploring the past
carers/relatives
• Old films
• Story telling
• Mind gym
• Practical help/advice
from visiting
speakers
• Older board games
• Volunteering
• A community that is
less isolated
• Coffee club
•
Using available
• Arts and crafts
resources/skills to
• Reading/Writers
support others
Groups
• Improved community
• Film Club
cohesion
• Music Club
• Themed community
events/teas/meals
• “How to” events led
by speakers
• Visiting speakers
• Getting the message
out to those who need it
• Demonstrations of
as to help that is
support items
available
• Discussion groups
• Councillor surgeries
• Improved engagement
in local issues
• Accessibility of
services
• Better understanding of
public service provision
• Signposting
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People getting their
problems and issues
solved.
Health, Fitness and
Wellbeing
Deprivation

•

Visiting service
providers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dance/Pilates/Yoga
Keep fit
Indoor recreation
Traineeships
Work placements
New jobs
Links with schools

• Better opportunities for
joined up thinking
across agencies

• Increased skills
• Employment
Opportunities
• Increased aspirations

Tower Gardens
The local management, control and development of the gardens will make the gardens
feel safer, better cared for, a nice place to come either alone or with family and friends.
Issues being addressed
Anti Social Behaviour

Biodiversity

Improving Green Spaces

Activity/Event/Service
• “Park Keeper” feel
• On site presence
• CCTV/lighting
• Part of Shop Watch
• Close working
relationship with the
Police
• Pollinator planting
• Bat houses
• Bird houses
•
•
•

Local vision and
pride
Volunteering
Small project grants

Community Outcome
• Safer Environment

•
•

Enjoyment
Conservation

•

Health and
Wellbeing
Community
Involvement

•

VISION FOR THE COMMUNITY BUILDING
A centrally located, community building which is fully accessible to all. A clearly signed
building to enhance the welcome to Tower Gardens providing community information, a
place to enjoy the views of the Gardens and which supports events within them.
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FUNCTION ROOM AND EVENT SPACE
Vision:
To create a multi-purpose function hall and
meeting space that serves community
requirements at an affordable cost and can be
hired to organisations and individuals at a rate
tailored to the hirer.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-function space to cater for functions, events, keep fit, training, conferences
and meetings
Reconfigurable furniture and storage space
Hall can be divided to create two smaller spaces
In use, more than empty
Two tier charging mechanism Community/Charity and Commercial
Catering available from STC run Kitchen Tea Room
Let and managed through STC
Hall doubles as large meeting room
Adjacent informal atrium area and terrace available

A "CHANGING PLACE" FACILITY
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Offering toilet, hygiene and care facilities including shower and hoist and adult
changing table for the profoundly disabled and their carers.
Supporting the opportunity to expand and diversify the visitor demographic
Open the area to a substantial new market.
Support community dementia needs
Ensure access to all potential users and community groups
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KITCHEN TEA ROOM/CAFÉ
Vision:
Create a quality kitchen tea room
that provides those using the
building and gardens with an
“alternative choice” to other
eateries in and around Tower
Gardens. Committed to
accessibility, good service and a
warm welcome; a place for residents and community building users, young and old alike
and leaving visitors with a “come again” feeling. Lincolnshire sourced food will be
promoted and the needs of those with special dietary considerations will be met
wherever possible. A place where people come to relax, to have a meeting or just to
enjoy good food and beverages whilst enjoying the view of the gardens. A community
space to catch up with friends or make new ones.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving the day to day catering requirements of the building.
Supporting events and activities
Contributing to the wider costs of the building and gardens
Accessible to all, welcoming and customer focused.
Always providing a healthy option
Vegetarian, Vegan, Dairy and Gluten Free friendly (“for everyone” approach)
Indoor and terrace eating.
Dementia aware
Family Friendly
Local sourcing of food wherever possible

COUNCIL OFFICES
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation for Council staff.
Council archive
Coordination centre for overseeing and managing the building and gardens
Centre of town accessible community information point
Create a clearer identity for STC reducing mistaken requests relating to ELDC
service provision
To physically occupy no more than 20% of the building footprint.
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TOWER GARDENS
Vision:
To return Tower Gardens to its heyday
through a five year plan. Make it the best
green space in Skegness. A place that
residents are proud of and visitors want
to return to. Progressively, as funds
permit, re-establish the period Pleasure
Garden theme in conjunction with
Historic England whilst maintaining the
area for community use and as the
leading outdoor event space.
Objectives:
Tower Gardens:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with partners to enhance Tower Gardens, taking into consideration the
Historic England listing and the agreed design guide
Keep grassed areas neat and tidy
Keep Tower Gardens free from litter
Establish more Tower Gardens display flower beds, using historical photographs
for inspiration and design.
Keep the ponds clean and algae free, encouraging a broadening of the wild life
and ecology throughout the gardens.
Bring the bandstand back into frequent use for both traditional and modern music
and theatrical events.
Regularly maintain railings, benches and park furniture.
Keep toilets clean, well monitored and safe to use.
Improve the signage
Create a “Park Keeper” feel through consisitent use of staff in the Gardens
Improve signage and information

Building Design:
Advice commissioned from Lincolnshire Procurement and it was decided to use a
Framework Contract to procure a NEC Design and Build Contract. The use of the
SCAPE Framework reduces the burden and risks associated with a
traditional tender process, with the NEC Design and Build giving
certainty over the pricing and passing most costs risks to the
constructor once these are agreed.
The Main SCAPE Contractor (GF Tomlinson Building Ltd) and
associated Architects appointed through the Framework were
instructed to design a Community Building to provide:
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•
•
•
•
•

•

A Function/Community Hall in a central, accessible place supporting more and
improved community activities in Tower Gardens.
An informal place to meet whilst enjoying the view over the gardens.
Disabled Access “Changing Place” facility with hoist and shower, improving the
facilities for the profoundly disabled.
A community meeting space/small hall.
Kitchen tea room serving the building and gardens, supporting local producers,
providing work experience for the local community and contributing towards the
running costs of the building.
A central and more accessible office for the Town Council and on-site presence for
management, maintenance and security.

The initial brief to architects
Factor (not in any specific order)
The building needs to sit
sympathetically within the Tower
Gardens setting and have an attractive
quality appearance and finish, that
blends with the gardens.
The building will be a legacy for the
town and therefore needs to have a
long life and be simple and cost
effective to maintain.
High levels of thermal insulation to
reduce heating costs and impact on
environment.
Light and airy inside – most rooms
having natural light and ventilation.
Air-conditioned hall
Sprung wooden floor in hall suitable for
games/dance/exercise classes etc
Audio Visual in hall and meeting room
Accessible to all members of the
community
Data cabled
Fire Alarm system
Intruder Alarm system with CCTV
Room controlled heating
Mechanical Ventilation and Extraction to
kitchen, toilets and hygiene suite.
Energy saving equipment on a VFM
basis (e.g. solar panels, heat pump)
3 phase energy supply for external
events

Priority for the Council (Must Have,
Highly Desirable, Nice to Achieve)
Highly Desirable

Must Have

Must Have

Highly Desirable
Nice to Achieve
Nice to Achieve
Highly Desirable
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Highly Desirable
Nice to Achieve
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Outside sitting area accessible from hall
and main entrance
Front entrance from park, plus rear
entrance
Some on site car parking to rear
Bin Store to side or rear
Office area to be able to be secured
from rest of building
Kitchen serving counters to have
shutters
Higher ceiling in hall and foyer to add
flexibility and give impression of space
Blackout blinds in hall and meeting
room
BREAM Good rating equivalent
standard

Highly Desirable
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Must Have
Highly Desirable
Highly Desirable
Nice to Achieve

The Gardens:
Tower Gardens will be transferred along with the building site and will be managed inhouse by STC. The gardens will provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A well maintained, clean and tidy green space for everyone to enjoy
Attractive flower beds moving over time, as funds permit, towards a heritage design
as seen in period photographs
Year-round interest from shrubs and trees
A pond that is clean and attracts wildlife
Public Toilets (initially managed by ELDC)
Well maintained park furniture and railings

Possible Future Heritage Centre – meeting Business Plan Objectives A, C and E
In the future it is hoped that grant funding can be found to create a Skegness Heritage
Centre as an extension to the building, bringing alive the memories, photographs,
artefacts and history of the town and further contribute to the building’s sustainability.
There is also the possibility of expanding to include the LCC Registrar Service which
could tie in with the potential for the building to be used for wedding ceremonies and
receptions. Both are simply ideas at this stage and are not considered as part of this
plan.
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PROJECT DELIVERY
AGREED DESIGN
Capital Construction Budget £1,500,000
Accommodation

Space required
M2

Community Hall including
storage areas
Adjoining Small
Community Hall
Entrance and foyer (casual
meeting/seating meet and
greet)
Kitchen in store (serves
hall, foyer and meeting
room)
Council space including
store and archiving
Plant room
Changing Places Hygiene
Suite
Toilets
Circulation and rounding
TOTAL

119
47
75

26

62
10
12
24
26
401

Two main entrances into the foyer back and front, this would then provide access to other
parts of the building. The foyer will provide seats for people having refreshments and will
have folding doors opening on to the park and bandstand area.
The community hall will have glazed/glass doors and a lockable storage area for
tables/chairs. It will have provision for a hearing loop, high mounted projector, wall projection
screen and audio system with associated controls. The hall will be served by a hatch with a
counter and shutter from the Kitchen.
The Kitchen in turn will also have a shutter and counter to the entrance/foyer on the south,
park side elevation. The Kitchen will have counters, storage and fittings suitable for
commercial use, but is not intended to provide full sit-down catering for receptions in the
hall.
There will be a Changing Place Hygiene Suite, including hoist facilities, shower and full-size
adult changing table. Access will be controlled by private key to be held at reception or café.
Toilets will be suitable for either gender and for disabled access. The toilets near the hall will
also have a baby change pull down facility and a pull-down toddler seat.
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The Office space will compromise one large office area, a small meeting room and a storage
room. The office space will be fully securable from other parts of the building and will have
an accessible reception window, with hearing loop, to the foyer.
There will be a suitable plant room/cleaners’ cupboard accessible from the foyer or outside.
The Tower Garden side, front of the building, will use external materials that blend with the
gardens setting reflecting local brick-built buildings and the use of timber in the old pavilion.
The full plans, design and planning permission which was granted on the 20/12/2018 are
set out in Appendix C. Technical design documents will form part of the delivery schedule
within the contract and are not included within the Business Plan.

Project Timescale
The pre-construction programme is attached as Appendix D. The start date is constrained
by obtaining Borrowing Approval and finalising the legal transfer of assets from East Lindsey
District Council. For the purpose of creating a project plan it is assumed that the constraints
will be overcome by 1st April 2019 and that on site construction will start in April/May 2019.
Skegness Town Council will oversee the overall programme, but the Technical Project
Managent of the Capital Works will be managed by Perfect Circle appointed from the SCAPE
Framework. They also provide the necessary expertise to ensure that STC meets its legal
obligations in respect of Health and Safety for construction projects and to ensure that value
for money is achieved.
Assumptions for task timescale have been made based on the following:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Transfer 01/04/19
Loan Approval 01/04/19
Construction Contract 02/04/19
On-site activities 04/19
Construction starts 05/19
Procurement of furniture and equipment and other non-construction works 09/19
Building Completion 01/20
Building Opening 04/20

PROJECT RESOURCES
PRINCIPAL ROLE/S AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Skegness Town Council:
•
•
•

Accountable Body
Overall Project Authority
Signing off project plan, resources and changes
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Project Steering and Scrutiny Group:
Comprising appointed Councillors
•
•
•
•

Interpreting requirements
Direct access to Council for reporting
Regular review of project progress
Guidance and direction to Project Manager

Client Project Manager (5-10 hrs pw average across whole project funded by reprioritisation of
other work)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Senior Contact
Overseeing the whole project (project and resource plans)
Day to day decision making within delegated authority
Ensuring compliance with Council rules and regulations
Managing change control
Reporting progress to Council
Completing returns
Managing project finance
Communication strategy
Marketing strategy
Covering project coordination tasks as required

Deputy Client Project Manager (5-10 hrs pw average across whole project funded by
reprioritisation of other work)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deputising for Project Manager with full delegation
Day to day contact
Coordinating non-building project elements
Coordinating monitoring and evaluation tasks
Preparing reports for Council
Overseeing work of volunteers
Managing project administration
Covering project management tasks as required
Ongoing consultation with public regarding the project
Assisting with development of partner relationships
Preparing a marketing plan for the project
Preparing marketing materials

Client Project Finance and Admin (2-4 hrs pw across whole project average funded by
reprioritisation of other work)
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining project office files
Administering payments
Preparing financial reports
Administering web site and social media
Preparing and disseminating information

Technical Project Management (Funded through revenue budget and reserves)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overseeing all technical building elements of the project from design through to completion
Responsible for ensuring the delivery of the project in accordance with the contract and
design
Checking specification, costs and validating Value for Money (Quantity Surveying)
Technical advice to client on award of construction contract
Overseeing contract once awarded
Technical sign-off of agreed contract stages (Clerk of Works)
Liaison with client and construction contractors on all matters
Client reports
Managing contract change control in conjunction with client
Managing project risks
Ensure duties under the Construction Design and Management Regulations are met
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CONSTRUCTION PROJECT STRUCTURE

Skegness Town Council

Client Project Manager

Appointed but subject to
committee review

Town Clerk

Building Technical
Project Manager

Deputy Client Project
Manager

(Perfect Circle - Gleeds)

Deputy Town Clerk

Non Building Work
Themes

Technical Design
GF Tomlinsons (Core
Architects)

Construction Contractor
GF Tomlinsons

Project Steering and
Scrutiny Group

Other Suppliers and
Contractors

Monitoring

TBA post award

Project Finance and
Admin Support

Non Building Technical
Advice Team

Legal Advice
Nicholas Hancox (TBC)

Volunteers

VAT Advice

TBA

Parkinson Partnership

ASSOCIATED STAKEHOLDERS AND USERS
East Lindsey District Council (ELDC) is the owner of the Tower Gardens and the
Pavilion site until the sites are transferred. ELDC approved the asset transfer on
05/12/2018, Appendix E, the legalities are expected to be completed by 01/04/2019.
Other supporting organisations:
•

•
•

•

Magna Vitae (MV) - SO Festival and other events and classes. MV have
enquired about using the hall for health and wellbeing activities and will support
in delivering safe larger scale events.
Coastal BID – Events in Tower Gardens and Hall. The BID have indicated that
they see the Hall and Gardens featuring in their future plans for events.
The Talk East Drink (T.E.D) project, lottery funded to reduce isolation in older
people until April 2021, will use the facility. They bring expertise in community
events involvement and engagement, volunteer recruitment and management
and commissioning new services to reduce isolation. TED will help develop a
sustainable legacy of community use. The Local TED Group have fed back their
requirements and these can be met
Live and Learn Community Group for indoor events
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Various other keep fit clubs and community organisations have identified a lack of suitable
accommodation and an interest in using the hubs hireable spaces. Relationships will be
developed once the building is nearer completion.

POST HANDOVER BUILDING MANAGEMENT AND ASSOCIATED OPERATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS
Once the new building is handed over STC will assume responsibility for its operation and
maintenance, this will involve some activities and functions that are not currently undertaken.
The table below sets out the principal considerations and comments that will form the
starting point for identifying cost and resource implications.
Service
Grounds Maintenance

Building operations

Hall and Room Letting

Catering/Kitchen/Tea
Room

General
enquiries/reception/admin

Scope
Grounds immediately
surrounding the building
and outside the Tower
Gardens perimeter. Grass
cutting, flower/shrub beds,
tree maintenance, paths
General cleaning, specialist
cleaning, sanitary disposal,
waste, minor repairs, major
repairs, toilet cleaning,
security, fire tests.

Comments
STC currently perform all of
these tasks and can simply
extend resources to cover
these additions

Some aspects might be
incorporated into an
expanded team that
includes the current
Grounds Maintenance
Team
Booking system,
May require some new ICT
invoicing/collection,
depending on complexity
deposits, caretaking, room and whether on-line
set up – linking with alcohol booking is needed. Admin
licensing, catering.
tasks might be expanded
with additional hours or
extra part time post (also
see other new admin
functions)
Supporting Functions,
This facility will warrant a
Room Hire, Events, Tower project in its own right and
Gardens.
will involve catering staff,
buying, stock monitoring
etc. This will be started
towards the end of the
construction period
Possibly increase in
Admin tasks might be
footfall/visitors to STC. May expanded with additional
involve provision of
hours or extra part time
information about a wider
post (also see other new
range of service. Additional admin functions Tower
contracts, payments.
Gardens Management)
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TOWER GARDENS MANAGEMENT
In addition to the Community Hub Project, the transfer of the entire gardens together with 4
lettable kiosks, will involve taking on some additional activities and services, some of
which are outside STC’s current service offerings. The table below sets out the principal
considerations and comments.
Service
Grounds Maintenance

Scope
Grass cutting, flower/shrub
beds, tree maintenance,
paths

Ponds

Cleaning, planting,
pumping equipment,
wildlife.

Benches, railings and other
park furniture

Painting, cleaning, repair.

Litter

Picking up litter, sweeping,
emptying litter bins,
disposing of commercial
waste

Toilets

Cleaning, specialist
cleaning, sanitary disposal,
minor repairs, major
repairs, possible charging
with associated collection
of monies

Events

Registering/permission for
events. Overseeing

Playground

Inspections, maintenance
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Comments
STC currently perform all of
these tasks and will have
resources in place by
1/4/2019 to cover these
additions
With appropriate training
this will be incorporated
into Grounds maintenance
tasks or alternatively
specialist contracts
STC currently perform all of
these tasks and can simply
extend resources to cover
these additions
Need to understand peak
volumes. Disposal costs
are based on weight. Could
either be taken directly to
waste yard each day or
emptied in to on site
skip/bins (but need to avoid
others using this). Will have
additional resources in
place by 1/4/2019.
It has been agreed that
initially (4 years) the
servicing and maintenance
of the toilets will be
undertaken by ELDC. The
toilets will be leased back
at a peppercorn rent
(excluding the external
store) for a period of 4
years
Need to understand
volumes/responsibilities.
Temporary admin
resources have been put in
place.
STC currently perform
these tasks for the
Sunshine Play Park which

Landlord

Lease agreements, rental
income, landlord property
obligations, vacancies

Administration

Additional staff/contract
payments, income from
kiosks/car park, insurances
and dealing with extra
enquiries

is being surrendered back
to ELDC at the same time
as Tower Gardens is
transferred
Will need professional
advice (legal and
valuation), plus potential
building/surveying
maintenance at the
appropriate times.
Need to understand
volumes – admin hours
have been increased on a
temporary basis.

RELEVANT EXISTING POLICIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Regulations
Community Engagement
Customer Service
Risk Management*
Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults
Training
Health and Safety
Disciplinary
Capability
Grievance
Equality and Diversity
Information Security
Complaints
Social Media

Full copies of these and other policies are available at
http://www.skegness.gov.uk/governance-and-policy.html
*Specific Risk Management in respect of this project is dealt with in Section 12 of this
Business Plan.
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6. PROJECT COSTS & FINANCIAL APPRAISAL
Contract
The Council’s Financial Regulation 11.1 (a) vii, permits the Council to use an Approved
Framework Agreement rather than follow a tender procurement.
The contract under which the development will be undertaken is the SCAPE Regional
Construction Framework Delivery Agreement. GF Tomlinson are the awarded contractor for
Midlands North Intermediate which covers Lincolnshire and contracts of this size. The
Delivery Agreement is based on Option A of the NEC4 Engineering and Construction
Contract which provides a priced contract with an activity schedule. The SCAPE framework
has £13b of buying power and by using the framework the Council will be better protected
and get better overall value for money than if it tried to procure its own contract.
The NEC contract on which the delivery agreement is based provides a number of options
to allow some flexibility as to how the contract is managed. Certain options are available
within the SCAPE Framework and can be applied or disapplied by agreement. Some areas
proposed by the contractor have been renegotiated in conjunction with the Technical Project
Manager without additional costs. No additional legal advice has been sought on the basis
that the contract is pre-negotiated and the areas set out below are those open to negotiation.
Ultimately it is for Council to balance risks and costs. The negotiable clauses cover:Clause
Dispute Resolution shall apply

Implications
This establishes how disputes are
resolved
Price adjustment for inflation shall not
If prices of materials change (other than
apply
tariffs or taxes) the price will remain the
same
Changes in the law shall apply
If, for example, as a result of Brexit new
tariffs or regulations apply, this might
change the price
Ultimate holding company guarantee shall Protects the Council in the event of failure
apply
of the subsidiary or non-performance
Sectional Completion shall not apply
Not needed
Delay damages shall not apply
To claim damages the Council would
have to pre-calculate and demonstrate
the actual financial damage caused by
delay. The bottom-line price of the
contract would also increase to protect
the contractor’s interest. There could be
reputational damage of a delay, but the
reputational damage of the contractor
within the SCAPE framework is likely to
be much stronger than the damage to the
Council.
Undertakings to others shall apply
Allows the Council to seek separate
undertakings from other parties (i.e. in
respect of collateral warranties)
Transfer of rights shall apply
This transfers rights acquired by the main
contractor to the Council (e.g. warranties
by sub-contractors
Information modelling shall not apply
This is designed for complex buildings
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Termination by client shall apply

The Council can terminate the contract
and would be required to pay the
contractors costs as valued.
Multi party collaboration shall not apply
Not required
Performance Bond shall not apply
SCAPE undertakes regular checks on the
financial status of contractors. An ultimate
holding company guarantee considerably
reduces any risks.
Advanced payment to the contractor shall Payments will be made based on
not apply
assessed certificates representing the
work undertaken
The Contractors Design shall apply
This is a design and build contract
Low performance damages shall not
Low performance damages enables
apply
liquidated damages to be recovered in
respect of defects. The same issues as
delay damages applies.
Limitation of liability shall not apply
Liability under the contract is not limited
Whole life cost shall not apply
The Council has not required the
contractor to look at whole life costs
Electronic communication shall not
This is for formal notices (e.g.
apply
termination)
Project Bank Account shall not apply
This is only usually used where there is
doubt that the client can meet payments
The Housing Grants, Construction and
This refers to the rights of the contractor
Regeneration Act shall apply
to be paid in a timely way
The Contracts (Right of Third Parties Act
This enables those not directly named in
1999 shall apply
the contract to enforce their rights
ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS
The Price for Work Done to Date is the
The Council will pay for work as it is done
total of the Prices for the cumulative value and signed off.
of the work the Contractor has completed
All and any of the Contractor’s duties and This subsumes the Design Agreement
obligations under such previous Delivery
into the construction agreement (i.e.
Agreements shall determine and cease to delivery of the whole project)
have any effect. Any payments made by
the Client under such previous Delivery
Agreements shall be treated as payments
on account, pursuant to this contract
The option for the Client to withhold 25%
The Council will not be able to withhold
payment in respect of associated
money if collateral warranties are not
collateral warranties is disapplied
provided. This moves the SCAPE
contract back to the standard NEC
offering. Not providing becomes a breach
of contract.

The Delivery Agreement can only be finalised once funding is secured.
The Capital construction costs are based upon the technical design and associated
construction costs proposed under the SCAPE Framework Agreement by GF Tomlinson.
These have been independently checked by Gleeds Management Services Ltd (part of
Perfect Circle) who are acting for STC in the Technical Project Management and Supervisor
(Clerk of Works), roles required by the Framework. This gives the Council assurance the
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design is sound and represents value for money. The Property Working Group have
reviewed cost options including reducing the quality of finish to deliver a lower cost or
omitting some features and fixtures. None of the options to reduce costs were recommended
by the Property Group as they considered this would reduce the quality, visual impact and
functions of the building and potentially contribute to additional revenue costs in future years,
affecting the whole life cost.
The estimated set-up and start-up costs (e.g. furniture and equipment) is based on standard
catalogue pricing and price estimates obtained. This will be managed in-house under a
separate budget to construction.
VAT
Having taken professional advice to ensure that VAT recovery is maximised, STC has
registered for VAT and has opted to tax Tower Gardens including the Community Building
construction site (see below).
The Community Building will have a Community Hall that can be separated into two lettable
spaces. Hall and room letting is automatically classed by the HMRC as exempt for VAT
purposes. But this in turn means that it is not possible to claim back the associated element
of VAT on the building development costs, applicable to areas of the building which would
fall outside of the Council’s non-business use. This creates unrecoverable VAT implications
estimated in the region of £200,000. To mitigate this situation STC approved on 5th
December 2018, an option to tax the building/land and remove the exemption status (this
applies for the next 20 years minimum). This makes the VAT charged on construction
recoverable under business use, but as a consequence means that STC must charge VAT
on any hire/letting charges or indeed if the building was ever to be sold, transferred or
leased.
To avoid penalising Community Groups Council will operate a two tier charging system
(commercial and non-commercial) and effectively paying the non-commercial hirers VAT
element on their behalf.
VAT is a complex area with high penalties and so external assistance was engaged to
ensure proper compliance is achieved.

Assumptions relating to costs and income
The following assumptions have been taken into accounct for costs and income:The Building
Type of Expenditure
Business Rates

Assumptions
From a review of a large number of business premises
listed on the .gov rating site, a figure of £100/m2 has
been used to calculate the Rateable Value. This is typical
of ground floor office accomodation. Community space is
often rated lower, whereas tea room areas can be higher.
The actual cost will not be known until it is officially
valued post build.
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Water/Sewerage

Commercial Waste

Energy

Caretaker/Cleaning

Building Insurance

Door, security and
legionella maintenance
Admin extra hours and
Community Coordinator

Maintenance

INCOME
Tea Room

On a metered system the largest water element will be
for the kitchen and toilets. The estimate is based on the
Town Hall costs (which is a much larger building) plus an
amount for the Tea Room.
It is envisaged that office waste will be sorted into
recyclable and non-recyclable. It is hoped to compost
organic kitchen waste. Most of the general waste is likely
to come from the Tea Room and the hire of the Hall.
Efforts will be made to minimise waste as far as possible.
The design has, as far as possible, created an energy
efficient building. The biggest potential energy user will
be the Tea Room, but again to a signicant extent
consumption will be dependent on success. Higher usage
should also mean higher income which can be used to
offset costs. The Mechanical/Electrical Engineer has
provided estimated running costs.
The assumption is that this will be covered by part time
employees on annualised hours. The amount of cleaning
duties required will be dependent on use. However, if
use increases so will income and so if more hours are
required extra income should cover this.
This is based on about 50% of what is paid for the Town
Hall which is an older and more complex building and
significantly bigger.
An allowance has been made to cover a typical legionella
plan and a moderate extension to our existing security
arrangements.
An allowance has been included to cover extra hours in
respect of administering the community functions,
organising opening and closing, associated licenses,
liasion for catering. It is also envisaged that there will be
extra time required to handle enquiries/information
requests.
Maintenance costs tend to increase as the building ages.
Allowance has been made for a routine maintenance
regime (e.g gutter clearance) and a contribution to a
reserve. This can be shared across other public property
assets to spread the risk.

The Council will initially run the Tea Room under its own
legislative powers to retain control. It will aim to provide a
contribution to costs rather than make a profit. As it
becomes established this can be reviewed. All the
provision and running costs of the Tea Room are
therefore within the general building costs. The surplus
generated is therefore calculated on gross takings less
the cost of purchases and staff. Initially a modest
turnover is expected with no surplus in year 1 of
operation.
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Room Hire

Year one income is based on letting one room for 2 hours
per week. Thereafter 5 hours per week. It currently does
not take account of possible income from weddings,
larger parties, conferences etc although these may be
possible income sources in the future. No income is
expected in the first few months.

Tower Gardens Land and Grounds
The costs for this phase contain the ongoing revenue costs of maintaining the gardens.
Any potential future income from the toilets has been excluded at this stage as these will
be leased back to ELDC for an initial 4 year period.
CAPITAL
ESTIMATED SUMMARY COSTS:
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REVENUE RUNNING COSTS
2018/19
Budgeted Loan
Repayments
Moved from
existing
Business Plan
Budget to fund
PWLB loan
Building and
Extra Services
Revenue Costs
Net Revenue
Costs
Gardens and
Car Park
Revenue Costs
TOTAL NET
REVENUE
COSTS
Funding By:Existing Town
Hall Costs
Reduction
Projected
building
income
Car Park
Projected Net
Revenue
Kiosks
Projected Net
Revenue
Total funding
within project
Net cost of
whole project

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

£74,500

£74,500

£74,500

(£74,500)

(£74,500)

(£74,500)

£34,750

£63,500

£83,040

£34,750

£63,500

£83,040

£50,475

£54,715

£55,480

£85,225

£118,215

£138,520

(£4,056)

(£13,646)

(£13,646)

£0

(£11,670)

(£19,040)

(£10,000)

(£24,700)

(£24,700)

(£50,000)

(£50,000)

(£50,000)

(£64,056)

(£100,016)

(£107,386)

£21,169

£18,199

£31,134

The costs have been included within the medium term budget agreed in January 2019.

AFFORDABILITY
Funds to service loan
On January 16th 2019 Council approved the Council’s medium-term budget showing
anticipated expenditure and income through until March 2023. This plan confirms that the
Council has in place the ongoing funds necessary to service the loan repayments and
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budgets in place to manage and maintain the building, the precept did not have to be raised
to service the loan repayments.
On drawdown from the PWLB fees of £0.35p for every £1,000 or part thereof, with a
minimum of £25 per draw down, are incurred. It is estimated that the fees will be
approximately £550, and these will be met from within the existing 2019/20 budget.
Cashflow
The cashflow forecast for the construction project is set out below. This allows for VAT
recovery in the month after the quarter end. It also shows the projected drawdown from the
PWLB. Any use of the contingency sum of £78,220 would be in addition to that shown. As
can be seen in the reserves table shown later in this section, there is sufficient cash reserves
without the use of in year reserves to meet the peak month.
Cashflow Forecast

Contract Sums
Technical Project Mgt
Building Start-up
VAT
VAT Recovery
Loan Draw Down
Monthly Cash Flow
Cumulative Call on
Council Budgets and
Reserves

PAID 2018/19
£89,537
£28,126
£0
£23,532

May-19
Jun-19
Jul-19
Aug-19
Sep-19
Oct-19 Nov-19
£42,716 £126,523 £214,731 £307,344 £307,344 £201,276 £145,630
£5,610
£5,610
£5,610
£5,610
£5,610
£5,610
£5,610
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£9,665 £26,427 £44,068 £62,591 £62,591 £41,377 £30,248
-£23,532
£0 -£36,092
£0
£0 -£169,250

Dec-19
£87,140
£5,610
£0
£18,550

Jan-20
£42,246
£5,637
£0
£9,577
-£90,175

Feb-20
£0
£0
£25,000
£5,000

Mar-20
£0
£0
£20,000
£4,000

£30,000

£24,000 -£18,577

£0 -£42,716 -£126,523 -£214,731 -£307,344 -£307,344 -£201,276 -£145,630 -£87,140 -£27,296
£141,195

-£8,257

£32,037

£13,586

£68,201

£68,201 -£122,263

£35,858

£24,160 -£60,011

Apr-20 TOTAL
£0 £1,564,487
£0
£78,643
£0
£45,000
£0
£337,626
-£18,577 -£337,626
£0
-£1,460,000

£141,195 £132,938 £164,975 £178,561 £246,762 £314,963 £192,700 £228,558 £252,718 £192,707 £222,707 £246,707 £228,130

Impact of a potential interest rate rise
The loan will be drawn down from the PWLB during the construction period in 2019. The
rate of interest applicable to the loan is set for each swathe of funds drawn down. Based on
the current rates, the Council would be able to contain an increase in interest rates of
approximately 0.5% from within the agreed budget, should this occur during the period
between loan approval and drawing down the funds from the PWLB. In practice, information
from the Bank of England (February 2019 Monetary Policy Committee) indicates that
inflationary pressures are falling, and the likelihood of an interest rate rise in 2019 receding.
Any movement in interest rates during the construction period is likely to be very small to
achieve their 2% inflation target. Therefore, any rate increase is likely to be smaller than the
0.5% rate the Council can withstand and only applicable to part of the funds drawn down
later in the construction programme.
Dealing with other unforeseen expenditure or loss of income to ensure loan repayments
can be made
The Council has a robust approach for managing the risks associated with unforeseen
expenditure and an excellent track record in managing its budgets and future plans. Current
monitoring procedures ensures that any pressures on the Council’s budget are identified
early and that remedial action is taken to avoid any crisis situations. Avoidance of such
situations is the first priority.
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If an extraordinary non-planned event should occur that affects the Council’s financial
position, the Town Clerk will act immediately to stop or delay non-critical expenditure until
Council is able to review its options. Council will then examine whether the situation can be
managed within reserves, whether expenditure needs to be temporarily or permanently
reduced and the scope for increasing income. Council will only consider increasing the
following year’s precept where other options are exhausted.
At 31st March 2019, the Council expects to have total earmarked and general reserves of
£450,206 of which £115,500 will be used to fund several one-off planned costs during
2019/20 including Project Fees, the Neighbourhood Development Plan, Local Elections and
the start-up costs of the new building. The Council will also retain minimum £78,220 within
the Tower Gardens Development Reserve as Project Contingency. During 2019/20 the
Council will also have a Public Property Reserve of £63,597 and an expected General
Reserve of £111,159 (approximately 2 months of recurring revenue expenditure). Together
with other specific reserves this will provide resilience against unplanned issues that could
arise with Council owned assets or services.
During 2019/20 the Council has budgeted for a full year’s loan repayment whereas it is
expected that the loan drawdown profile will mean that the loan repayment in 2019/20 will
give a saving against budget of approximately £25,000. This headroom will allow the Council
to create an in-year revenue contingency against any unforeseen inflationary or tariff costs
incurred due to the uncertainty surrounding Brexit. This is addition to the reserves set out
above.
RESERVES

Actual as at
31/01/2019
£91,059
£156,100

Projected
31/03/2019
£111,159
£0

Ear Marked Reserves
Cemetery Extension
Neighbourhood Plan
Legal Fee
Sunshine Play Area
ITC and Office Fund
Public Property Replacement
Civic Awards
Investment Reserve
War Memorial
Election Reserve
Tower Gardens Development
Total Ear Marked Reserves

£60,000
£25,000
£0
£40,000
£8,500
£38,000
£2,900
£10,000
£1,000
£20,000
£133,647
£339,047

£60,000
£25,000
£0
£40,000
£8,500
£38,000
£2,900
£10,000
£1,000
£20,000
£133,647
£339,047

£60,000
£0
£0
£0
£2,500
£63,597
£2,900
£10,000
£1,000
£5,300
£78,250
£223,547

TOTAL RESERVES

£586,206

£450,206

£334,706

General Reserves (year end)
In year reserve remaining

Projected 2019/20 use of Ear Marked Reserves
31/03/2020
£698,090 Expenditure (as per budget)
£111,159
£582,590 Income (as per budget)
£0
-£115,500 Net Income over Expenditure

£25,000
£6,000
£14,700
£55,397
£14,403
£115,500

Finance by:
Neighbourhood Plan
ICT & Office (inc Tower Gdns )
Election Reserve
Tower Gardens Development
Public Property

7. FUNDING AND OTHER RESOURCES
The Construction of the Community Building and the transfer of Tower Gardens
The capital financing for the project included the use of reserves and revenue budgets to
fund the Design Stage and to obtain the necessary consents. Construction is to be funded
through the borrowing of £1,460,000 from the Public Works Loans Board over a 30-year
period, on an annuity basis, together with a contribution from reserves. The repayments of
the loan will be met from within Council’s existing budget and there will be no consequential
increase in the precept to meet the costs of borrowing.
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An application to the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) for
borrowing approval has been prepared and will be submitted on approval of this Business
Plan in March 2019. Initial contact has been made with the MHCLG and there have been
ongoing conversations with the Lincolnshire Association of Local Councils who will support
the application. The requirements for the borrowing approval are therefore understood.
The revenue and building setup costs of the project will be met through STC Revenue
Budgets with use of £45,000 from reserves for initial furnishings, equipment and one-off
costs.
Additionally, the Council has reprioritised workloads and approved an additional 352 hours
administration resources to enable the Town Clerk (5 - 10 hrs pw average), Deputy Town
Clerk (5 - 10 hrs pw average) and Finance Assistant (2 - 4 hrs pw average) to work on the
construction project across its lifetime. To achieve this other work will be reprioritised,
receive external support or be deferred.
8. MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
There are two elements to the marketing and communications approach for this project.
Firstly, there is the need to continue the current work of engaging all parts of the community
and specific stakeholder groups identified. Several approaches such as the website,
surveys, focus groups and communications through local and social media will be continued
and built on through the Community Engagement Plan. Secondly there will be the need to
market the completed facilities to the wider public, both residents and potential user groups.
This will require strong advertising, signage, PR and an effective customer feedback
mechanism. This will be set out in a Marketing Plan to be developed during the construction
period.
Community Engagement Plan
Involving local people in decision-making processes about how their community develops
has been proven to lead to more positive sustainable outcomes for everyone in community
regeneration projects.
On-going, regular dialogue with all relevant identified stakeholder groups is an essential part
of this project. Building on previous engagement processes will be important to ensure
maximum support and uptake of this new community facility as it develops in the future.
The purpose of wider community engagement will be to:
•
•
•

Inform - Keep people informed, aware and up to date with all aspects of the project
development
Consult – Engage and listen to all stakeholders’ views as the project progresses to
ensure a match between the project development and stakeholder expectations.
Involve – Ensure the wider community have an opportunity to influence the
decision-making process.
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The aim is to ensure that ongoing community engagement
•
•
•
•

Creates a real sense of participation
Encourages new people to get involved
Inspires creative, positive thinking toward the project
Encourages new partnerships and uses for the building

Stakeholder groups identified include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residents
Voluntary & community sector
Disability sector
Older people
Young people
Parents with young children
Visitors – day and staying
Business – Retailers, hospitality, commercial

A wide range of engagement activities is required to maximise impact and continuous
engagement activity is needed to ensure ongoing involvement of stakeholders. The
engagement matrix below identifies the appropriate methods of engagement to achieve the
aims of this project.
Engagement Plan
Aim/purpose
Information giving Keep people informed,
aware and up to date
with all aspects of the
project development

Consultation –
Engage and listen to
stakeholders views as
the project progresses
to ensure a match
between the project
development and
stakeholder
expectations
Involve –

Methods
Website
Social media
Media releases
Site displays
Banners/posters/signs
Fact sheets
Communitywide information
boards
Public meetings
Work through local Councillors

Benefit
Have widely accessible
information.
Raise awareness, keep
information factual and
relevant, stimulate
interest, encourage
future usage of the
facility.

Public exhibitions with feedback
Focus groups
Public meetings
Social media
Suggestion boxes
Competition to name building
Work through local Councillors

Involve a wide range of
stakeholder groups,
increased uptake in
engagement, especially
with those who
previously have not
participated in the
consultation process.

Name the building competition
Meetings with key stakeholders

People have an
opportunity for a greater
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Ensure the wider
community can
influence the decisionmaking process

Meetings with other target groups
Site tours/meetings
Community forums
Work through local Councillors
Be involved in key partnership
groups

stake in the local
decision making
process
Those who give ideas
feel more valued
Greater understanding of
rationale behind
decisions being made

Marketing & Communications Plan
The aim of the Marketing and Communications plan will be to promote the Centre and the
new facilities with the purpose of raising awareness and generating good volumes of footfall
consistently throughout the year which, in turn, will lead to sustainable levels of usage. This
needs to be balanced against the cost, time and effort involved. With this in mind, use will
be made of existing channels wherever possible.
Branding

Website

Social media

Signage

Posters, banners,
brochures and leaflets

Media relations & PR

Branding is made up of both imagery and a key message
which create the ‘voice’ of the organisation. Brand
development will be undertaken for the building during the
latter stages of the project and will be applied consistently to all
materials and communication mechanisms used to promote
the centre. Emphasis will be given to identifying the key
messages that need to be made.
The Council website will be used. It has the advantage of
being a good medium for communicating greater levels of
detail and a wider range of information.
Key social media identified from the initial engagement with the
community are Facebook and Twitter. Use these as a key
medium for promoting the Centre, its facilities and activities.
Ensure responsibility for regular posts are included in a staff
member’s job description.
On-site signage will be developed as part of the branding
exercise and will be applied to the building and within Tower
Gardens.
As appropriate and consistent with the branding standard these
items will be developed and used to promote various aspects
of the new Centre, as and when required. A key element will
always be the inclusion of the website and social media
addresses to drive traffic to these online options.
Extend the links with the media beyond the current community
engagement purpose to promote the range of activities and
facilities provided by the Centre. Also use this approach to
promote success stories achieved by the new Centre and the
organisations operating from it to enhance the overall image of
the facility and raise the profile.
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Advertising

Pricing

Staff/volunteers

Where the PR effort needs to be supplemented build on
existing relationships with local press and radio, to promote
events and activities.
Pricing is a key component of the overall marketing of the
facility making a clear statement of quality and value for
money. It is important that the price point for each facility and
activity is within competitive parameters of the local economy.
Work will be undertaken to review local economic factors in
setting prices which satisfy both competitiveness, sustainability
and the underlying purpose of the facility.
Training will be undertaken for all staff and volunteers to
ensure they have a good understanding of the facilities on offer
and the messages being promoted. This will ensure a
consistent approach to their promotion of the Centre.

9. MONITORING AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
Time and resource have been built into the project plan to undertake a project review and
to create an evaluation report that potentially may be useful when moving to later stages or
making funding applications. This will help to establish track record and learning. This will
be completed by the Town Clerk and Deputy Town Clerk once the building is open.
TOWER GARDENS COMMUNITY HUB MONITORING
Approach to measure the project
TYPE
PURPOSE
OUTPUT
Measures
Footfall in Tower
LOCAL
numbers
of
Gardens and
MONITORING

BUILDING
SUSTAINABILITY

visitors using
facilities or
attending events
after the building
opens
To assess the
impact of the new
building and its
sustainability

attending events
held.
Qualitive
questionnaires
• Financial
sustainability
• Number of
visitors
• % use of
community
areas

LEVEL

SOURCE

Within the
immediate
location of the
new building

Initial
benchmarking
from summer
2019.

• Building

Building Accounts

• Kitchen Tea
Room

Visitor
counters/takings/
consumables

• Function
and
Community
areas

Bookings
Lets

• No events
commissioned

Event register

• Qualitive
questionnaires

Feedback forms
from hub users
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Project Output and Outcome monitoring and evaluation
Indicator

Output measure

Individuals
supported

•

•

Community
Organisations
supported

Community
projects
supported

Numbers of local
people using the
building facilities
Number of
disabled people
using enhanced
disability facilities

•

Number of
volunteers
assisting in the
building and
events

•

Count of
voluntary and
community
organisations
utilising the
building facilities

•

Measure % use
of community
areas

•

Number of
community
projects housed
in building
facilities

Source
•

Footfall count

•

Feedback forms

•

Volunteer records

•

Building facility booking
records

•

Survey of user groups

•

Rent/lease agreement

10. RISK ANALYSIS
Skegness Town Council holds The Quality Gold
Award demonstrating that this Council is at the
forefront of best practice and achieves excellence in
governance, community leadership and council
development. This includes having a robust and well
embedded risk management scheme in place that
follows the principles of Identify, Assess, Control and
Review. The Councils Risk Register (Appendix F)
includes the principal risks associated with the
Community Building Project. These risks are
regularly reviewed and overseen by the Councils’
Business & Resources Committee.
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Outcomes
•

Reduced
isolation
through using
facilities

•

Increased
confidence of
individuals

•

Volunteers
increase in job
readiness

•

Community
cohesion

•

Overall
success as
community
building

In addition to the Councils’ risk register a Construction Risk Register (Appendix G) is held
and overseen by the Technical Project Manager in conjunction with the Construction
Company and Council. This risk register is monitored and updated at regular project
meetings. Some of these risks are mitigated, owned and will be actioned by the Contractor.
Many of the risks present at design stage have now been eliminated or considerably reduced
through mitigation. The initial highlight risks are:RISK
Failure to discharge
the planning
conditions.

INITIAL RISK
LEVEL
Low

Flood Risk

Medium

Capital Build Cost
higher than
budgetted

High

Unknown ground
conditions influence
costs
Other unforeseen
costs not owned by
contractor

High

Transfer of site and
gardens

High risk of delay
Medium risk of
transfer problems

Procurement

Low

Non VAT recovery
on Capital build

High

High

Running costs higher Medium
than
expected/Income
lower

MITIGATION
Planning
Conditions
Discharge Tracker
in place
Implement EA
approved flood
mitigation design
Manage costs
through design
process. External
review of
contractors
Guaranteed
Maximum Price
Continue to monitor
through
construction
Undertake predesign ground
survey and bores
Try to avoid but put
in place
contingency from
reserves
Clear dialogue and
negotiation with
ELDC. Legal input
Continue to use
SCAPE framework
VAT advice taken
and Option to tax
now in place
Maintain a
contingency. Keep
income projections
modest until costs
are firmed up
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RESIDUAL RISK
LEVEL
Low

Low
Low – Verified
Guranteed
Maximum Price
statement from
Gleeds having
undertaken Value
for Money Review.

Low and then
passed to
contractor
Low

Medium until
transfer complete
then removed from
register
Remove once
agreement signed
Low

Low after design
stage sign off

PEST ANALYSIS
This is a framework analysis tool to track the external
environmental factors which could influence the project and
its successful development. It is essential to have a clear
understanding of the potential influencing factors and the
degree to which they could affect the project, either
positively or negatively.
Set out in the table below are some of the potential external
factors which will need to be considered and the potential
impact they may have.

PEST ANALYSIS – Tower Gardens
Impact +/Political:

Economic:

•

+ full support
Supported by
Skegness Town has been given
Council and East & ongoing
Lindsey District
Council

•

Seasonality of
coastal
communities
reliant on the
tourist £

•

Builds on the
ethos of the
Localism Act
devolving
Community
Asset
management
from District to
Town level

•

Situated in one of
the 10% most
deprived wards

•

Brexit economic
uncertainty

•

•

Supports the
Lincolnshire
Local Enterprise
Partnership
objectives

Brexit vote

+ full support
provided &
ongoing
involvement
+ transfer of
asset has been
agreed &
supported by
DC
+ project
contributes to
these objectives

- creates an
uncertain
environment
and could
influence
political support
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Impact +/+ opportunity for
future yearround attraction

+ provides
investment in
deprived ward
and
+ decline in
value of £ could
increase
staycations &
increase
domestic spend,
also attract more
overseas visitors
- Uncertainty
may hold back
domestic
expenditure
- Could impact
on sustainability
and construction
costs
+ Supports other
key investments
in the town & will

•

Social/Legal

•

•

•

Attitudes and
law increases
disability
requirements

Changing
demographic
with aging
population

Impact+/-

Economic
regeneration

Technological/
Environmental

+ Facility for
everyone –
totally inclusive
+ Disabled
“Changing
Place” designed
in to project
+ potential
partnership with
Talk Eat Drink
(TED) social
inclusion project
for older people

benefit from
them
Impact +/-

•

Increased reliance + Provision of
on connectivity for wireless hotspot
communication
will support this

•

Green compliance
+ Electric
recharging point
and use of solar
power potential.
+ impact on
energy efficient
design of Centre

•

+ Tackles an
area which has
become known
Anti-social
for street
behaviour &
drinking and
substance abuse
drug taking.

Transport
changes to
electric cars

SWOT ANALYSIS
This SWOT analysis looks at the internal strengths and
weaknesses of the project organisation and at the external
threats and opportunities which could impact on the
success of the project.
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-Future proofing
required in
Skegness for
recharge points

SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths:
Weaknesses:
• Small but effective management
• Building Development dependant
team with support from Cllrs.
on Borrowing
• Sound project management &
monitoring skills a& procedures
• Integrated management of gardens
& building
• Physical location between town
centre and foreshore
• Depth of knowledge from Feasibility
work and Design Stage
• ELDC support for asset transfer
Opportunities:
Threats:
• Local support for project
• New markets do not open
• Present lack of similar facilities
• Weather, adverse impact of climate
change
• Fits with other regeneration
investment in the town
• Impact of Brexit on economic
uncertainty
• Extending into new markets – out
of season, disabled and third sector
• Build on local thirst and ideas for
new events and increasing leisure
demands

Authors:
Steve Larner - Town Clerk
Kate Ford - Deputy Town Clerk
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10. APPENDICIES LIST
Appendix A – Plan of Tower Gardens
Appendix B – Log of Consultation & Engagement
Appendix C – Plans & Design
Appendix D – Pre-Construction Programme
Appendix E – ELDC Asset Transfer Report
Appendix F – Council Risk Register
Appendix G – Project Risk Register
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